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GX Magazine Cover Story Looks at National Guard’s Movement  
Toward Women in Combat Roles 
NASHVILLE, TN (May 12, 2015) — iostudio is proud to announce the release of the new edition of  
GX®: The Guard Experience magazine, featuring a cover story package examining the increasing job  
opportunities for female soldiers that include the potential for combat occupations.

We’re watching history in progress. Two years 
after the Pentagon carefully began working toward 
its groundbreaking goal of opening all military 
occupational specialties to women, thousands of jobs 
have become available, though many combat-related 
issues remain. This much is certain: There’s no shortage 
of female warriors who believe they can do more.

GX consulted more than 20 top Army National Guard 
and Pentagon experts (including Navy Lieutenant 
Commander Nate Christensen) to present a 
comprehensive status report on the work in progress 
in the Army National Guard and across the military 
regarding women in combat roles. In “A Bigger 
Piece of the Fight,” longtime military writer and 
frequent GX contributor Susan Katz Keating debunks 
misconceptions, explores lingering questions and 
points to what’s next. 

The cover package also features interviews with 
four members of the Army National Guard—Chief 
Warrant Officer 2 Kaylan Harrington, First Lieutenant 
Alessandra Kirby, Captain Tara Robertson and 
Sergeant First Class Leigh Ann Hester—whose 
achievements embody the toughness of female 
soldiers. 

This article is available online at GXonline.com/
readyformore.

About GX magazine: An official publication of the Army National Guard, GX®: The Guard Experience is mailed 
bimonthly to 220,000 soldiers and their families nationwide. In 2014, GX won a Folio Eddie and Ozzie Award for  
best overall design for a custom publication and was a finalist for best overall editorial. GX can be downloaded for 
free at GXonline.com.

About iostudio LLC: Founded in 2001 with offices in Nashville, TN, and Washington, DC, iostudio is a privately held 
marketing and advertising agency focusing on digital consumer engagement. The agency offers interactive design 
and development, advertising and brand development, analytics, content marketing, customer engagement, and 
video production. Learn more about iostudio at iostudio.com. 
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